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Abstract 
 

As a main challenge in network virtualization, virtual network embedding problem is 
increasingly important and heuristic algorithms are of great interest. Aiming at the problems of 
poor correlation in node embedding and link embedding, long distance between adjacent 
virtual nodes and imbalance resource consumption of network components during embedding, 
we herein propose a two-stage virtual network embedding algorithm NA-PVNM. In node 
embedding stage, resource requirement and breadth first search algorithm are introduced to 
sort virtual nodes, and a node fitness function is developed to find the best substrate node. In 
link embedding stage, a path fitness function is developed to find the best path in which 
available bandwidth, CPU and path length are considered. Simulation results showed that the 
proposed algorithm could shorten link embedding distance, increase the acceptance ratio and 
revenue to cost ratio compared to previously reported algorithms. We also analyzed the impact 
of position constraint and substrate network attribute on algorithm performance, as well as the 
utilization of the substrate network resources during embedding via simulation. The results 
showed that, under the constraint of substrate resource distribution and virtual network 
requests, the critical factor of improving success ratio is to reduce resource consumption 
during embedding. 
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1. Introduction 

Network virtualization has been regarded as a fundamental technology for the future network 
[1, 2], which separates the control plane from the data plane, and allows multiple virtual 
networks (VNs) to operate on the shared substrate network (SN) simultaneously by the 
mechanism of resource abstraction and isolation, each virtual network can run their own 
specific network architecture, protocols and services independently. Virtualization reduces the 
ossifying forces at work in the current internet and promotes innovative network technologies.  

The virtual network embedding problem is a main challenge of network virtualization, 
which has attracted wide attention in recent years. VN embedding [3, 4] is to embed the nodes 
and links of VN request to the nodes and paths of SN on the basis of resources constraints. The 
problem has been proved to be NP-hard [3]. Current researches mainly focus on improving the 
acceptance ratio of VN requests and revenue. Lots of heuristic algorithm [5-23] and meta 
heuristic algorithm [24, 25] have been proposed to solve the problem by an approximate 
optimal solution.  

VN embedding algorithms include two categories: one-stage algorithm [7, 8] and two-stage 
algorithm [9-25] according to embedding manner. One-stage algorithm embeds virtual nodes 
and links at the same time by considering the constraints of both, and makes better 
performance. However, synchronization of node and link embedding leads to great solution 
space which costs much more time. In contrast, two-stage algorithm divides embedding 
process to node embedding stage and link embedding stage, which embeds nodes first by 
satisfying the requirement of virtual nodes in a greedy way, then finds loop-free paths in 
substrate network meeting the needs of virtual links. By this way, solution space for each stage 
is restricted and the computing rate is much faster, thus two-stage algorithm has been quickly 
developed and many relative algorithms have been proposed.  

However, separation of the two stages incurs problems: poor correlation in node embedding 
and link embedding leads to virtual nodes be embedded far away from each other, results in 
the long distance of link embedding and more resource consumption; the connectivity of 
virtual nodes is less considered or used by an ineffective way, which leads to long distance 
between adjacent virtual nodes during embedding, and results in more resource consumption; 
the imbalance resource consumption between network components and their neighbors in 
substrate network leads to bottleneck and resource fragment, as a result, the link embedding of 
latter VNs will be bypass and expend more resources. The problems mentioned above make 
the ineffective utilization of substrate network resources and the poor embedding 
performance.  

Existing algorithms have adopted different methods to solve the problems. Virtual topology 
connection feature [10], network attributes of substrate networks [11], connectivity of 
substrate nodes [12] and so on do help improve embedding performance by introduce better 
correlation between the node embedding and the link embedding stages. Breadth first search 
(BFS) algorithm [14], virtual network attributes [15] and the like can help utilize the adjacent 
relationship of virtual nodes. Load balance [16] and topology awareness [17] can help reduce 
resource fragment and promote embedding performance. Satria et al. in [26] connect the 
disconnected nodes to a device of its neighbor as ad-hoc relay nodes to bridge to the edge 
computing network. All these strategies promote embedding in different fields and different 
degrees. However, some papers adopted new indicators and made a commonly method to sort 
virtual nodes and substrate nodes. As the big difference of scale and resources between VN 
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and SN, the indicators make different sense and they were integrated in an ineffective way. 
How these strategies affect the embedding process, which indications and strategies are the 
major elements, and how to integrate them effectively still need more efforts.  

On the other hand, VN embedding needs to consider position constraints in some scenes, in 
which position of substrate nodes, position and distance constraints of virtual nodes are 
specific. Position constraint restricts solution space of node embedding and has an evident 
impact on VN embedding performance. In some papers, position constraint is considered, 
while the distance constraint settings are different, they take position constraint as restriction 
during embedding, but the impact on the performance has not been well investigated [14, 18]. 
Besides, the substrate network topologies used in previous works are mostly random, 
indicators play different roles in different network styles. Impact of substrate network 
attributes on the performance of embedding algorithms is seldom investigated. 

In this paper, based on the previous researches, we select several indicators and integrate 
them in new way, and present the new two-stage virtual network embedding algorithm 
NA-PVNM. In node embedding stage, we further separate the node mapping stage into virtual 
nodes sorting process and candidate substrate nodes sorting process, and sort them by different 
methods. We sort virtual nodes by their resource requirement and BFS algorithm; for each 
virtual node to be embedded, its candidate substrate nodes are sorted by their residual 
resources and correlation properties with former selected nodes; in this way, we take full 
advantage of the connectivity in both virtual and substrate topologies, and coordinate node and 
link embedding stages. In link embedding stage, available bandwidth, CPU and hop counts of 
path are taken into account to select the best path, which help reduce the imbalance 
consumption of substrate network resources. Besides, motivated by the lack in investigations 
of position constraint and substrate network attributes, we design simulations to explore the 
impact of position constraint and substrate network attributes on algorithm performance, and 
analyze the key factors to improve algorithm performance. 

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) We adopt different 
indicators and strategies in virtual nodes sorting, candidate substrate nodes sorting process, 
link embedding stage, and integrate them in an effective manner. (2) We discuss the impact of 
position constraint and substrate network attributes on the performance by controlling the 
position constraint and the generating of substrate networks. (3) Extensive simulation is 
conducted to analyze the key factors that affect the performance of VN embedding algorithm. 

The rest of paper is organized as: we discuss the related works in section 2. Section 3 gives 
the model of VN embedding and evaluation indicators. Section 4 presents our novel VN 
embedding algorithm. Section 5 describes simulation results and analysis. The paper is 
concluded in section 6. 

2. Related Work 
The VN embedding problem is NP-hard, some previous algorithms (e.g. [5, 6]) usually 
introduce greedy strategy to node embedding stage which helps to satisfy the resource 
requirements of VN request and balance the loads of substrate network, but the separate 
between node embedding stage and link embedding stage results in more resource 
consumption. Therefore, better correlation between two stages was introduced by using 
certain network topological attribute or facilitating the latter stage when embedding the virtual 
nodes to substrate networks. Feng et al. in [9] select substrate node by considering the node 
degree along with CPU and adjacent bandwidth of node. Cui et al. in [10] introduce the node 
connection-degree based on virtual topology connection feature which increases the 
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utilization efficiency of substrate network. Wang et al. in [11] redefine closeness to consider 
topology attributes with the dynamic states of the nodes and edges at the same time which 
achieves better performance. Ding et al. in [12] introduce betweenness centrality to sort virtual 
nodes, correlation properties between substrate nodes are used to coordinate node embedding 
and link embedding. Liao et al. in [15] consider topology attributes of substrate and virtual 
networks through multiple characteristics to better coordinate node and link embedding. Gong 
et al. in [18] consider the local and global importance of network nodes in node embedding 
stage, and rank virtual and substrate nodes by TOPSIS.  

To make a better utilization of the connectivity between virtual nodes, the BFS algorithm is 
introduced to sort virtual nodes in [14, 19], which is testified to help decrease the path length in 
link embedding stage. Peng in [14] uses the BFS algorithm and the synchronization strategy of 
traversing virtual and substrate nodes, embeds virtual nodes and virtual links in a coordinated 
way, which reduces the path length of virtual link.  

To deal with the resource fragmentation in substrate network during VN embedding, Qi et al. 
in [16] propose balanced link load VN construction algorithm and balanced node load VN 
construction algorithm, then based on them, a balanced adaptive VN construction algorithm is 
proposed which effectively improve the performance. Li et al. in [17] define a metric called 
resource fragmentation degree (RFD) to measure the status of resource fragmentation, 
formulate the VN embedding problem as a mixed integer program, and solve it by the 
optimization objective of minimizing RFD in substrate network. Beck et al. in [22] propose a 
resource allocation model to match nodes and their adjacency links which enables nodes 
embedding to adapt links resource state, and solve the mismatching of allocating network 
resource.  

3. Virtual Network Embedding Problem 
In this section, the network model and evaluation indications of VN embedding problem are 
formulated and elaborated. 

3.1 Network Model 
Substrate Network a SN is modeled as a weighted undirected graph ( , , , )N L

S S S s sN L A A=G , 
where SN  represents the set of substrate nodes whose number is sN . SL  represents the set of 
substrate links whose number is sL . N

sA  represents the set of substrate node attributes, for a 
given node s sn N∈ , we take the available CPU resources and position as its attributes, which 
are denoted as ( )scpu n  and ( ) ( , )s s sloc n x y= , ( , )s sx y  is the two-dimensional coordinates of sn . 

L
sA  represents the set of substrate link attributes, for a given link s sl L∈ ,we take the available 

bandwidth as its attribute and denote it as ( )sbw l . 
Virtual Network Request a VN request is modeled as a weighted undirected graph 

( , , , , )N L
v v v v v vN L A A T=G , where vN  represents the set of virtual nodes whose number is vN . vL  

represents the set of virtual links whose number is vL . N
vA  represents the set of virtual node 

attributes, for a given node v vn N∈ , we take the requirement of CPU, position and position 
constraint as its attributes and denote them by ( )vcpu n , ( )vloc n  and ( )vD n  respectively. L

vA  
represents the set of virtual link attributes, for a given link v vl L∈ , we take the requirement of 
bandwidth as its attribute and denote it as ( )vbw l . vT  represents the survival time of vG . Table 
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1 shows the briefly definitions of the commonly used notations. 
Virtual Network Embedding the VN embedding is defined as an embedding action M  

from vG  to a subset of sG , which can be denoted as : ( , , , )sub sub
v s s N LM G N L R R→ , where 

sub
s sN N∈ , sub

s sL L∈ , NR  and LR  denote the CPU and bandwidth resource of SN that allocated 
to the VN request. 

For two-stage embedding algorithm: the node embedding stage is denoted as 
: ( , ) ( , )N N sub

v v s NM N A N R→ ; the link embedding stage is denoted as : ( , ) ( , )L L sub
v v s LM L A L R→ . 

Fig. 1 shows an example of embedding a VN to SN, results of NM and LM  are 
{ }1 ,2 ,3A C F→ → →  and { }(1, 2) ( , ), (1,3) ( , , )A C A D F→ → .  
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Fig. 1. An example of virtual network embedding  

Table 1. Notation Table  
Notations Definitions 

SG  Substrate network 

SN  the set of substrate nodes 

SL  the set of substrate links 
N
sA  the set of substrate node attributes 

( )scpu n  available CPU resources of sn   

( )sloc n  position of sn  
L
sA  the set of substrate link attributes 

( )sbw l  available bandwidth of sl  

vG  Virtual network 

vN  the set of virtual nodes 

vL  the set of virtual links 
N
vA  the set of virtual node attributes 
L
vA  the set of virtual link attributes 

( )vD n  position constraint of vn  

vT  the survival time of vG  

3.2 Evaluation Indicators 
The VN embedding problem is a multi-objective optimization problem under resource 
constraint of nodes and links, the main goal is to make full use of substrate network resources, 
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increase revenue and reduce cost during VN requests arriving and surviving. The performance 
of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by indicators including the acceptance ratio, the 
revenue to cost ratio, and the average hop counts of link embedding. 

The acceptance ratio is defined as  

0

0

( )

( )
lim

T

map
t

T
T

t

VN t

VN t

=

→∞

=

∑

∑
                                                (1) 

where ( )VN t  is the number of VN requests that arrives at time t, ( )mapVN t  is the number of VN 
requests that have been successfully embedded at time t. 

The revenue to cost ratio (R/C) 
Revenue of vG  at time t is defined as 

( ), ( ) ( )
v V v V

v v v
n N l L

R G t cpu n bw lα
∈ ∈

= +∑ ∑                                (2) 

The formula shows that the revenue of vG  is the sum of resource requirement, α  is the 
weighting coefficient to balance the relative revenues from CPU and bandwidth, we set 1α =  
in this paper. 

Cost of vG at time t is defined as 
( ), ( ) ( ) ( )

v V v V

v v v v
n N l L

Cost G t cpu n hops l bw lb
∈ ∈

= + ⋅∑ ∑                          (3) 

The formula shows that the cost of vG  is the sum of substrate network resource 
consumption. ( )vhops l  is the total hop counts of path that vl  embed to, b  is a weighting 
coefficient to balance the relative costs from CPU and bandwidth, we set 1b =  in this paper. 

So the R/C is defined as 

( )

( )

0 ( )

0 ( )

,
/

,
lim v map

v map

T

v
t G VN t

T
T

v
t G VN t

R G t
R C

Cost G t

= ∈

→∞

= ∈

=
∑ ∑

∑ ∑
                                (4) 

Average Hop Counts of Link Embedding is defined as the average hop counts of all the 
substrate paths that virtual links in vG  have embedded to. 

( ( ))
( ) v v

L
v

l L
v

v

hops M l
hops G

L
∈=
∑

                                   (5) 

where ( )L
vM l  denotes the path that vl  embed to. 

The summarization of our works is illustrated in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Work summarization 
Items Contents 

Metrics to optimize 
The acceptance ratio 

The revenue to cost ratio 

Average Hop Counts of Link Embedding 
The solving method The NA-PVNM algorithm 
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4. Embedding Algorithm based on Node Connectivity Awareness and 
Path Integration Evaluation 

In this section, we will introduce the details of our algorithm based on node connectivity 
awareness and path integration evaluation. 

4.1 Node Embedding 
In node embedding stage, we first sort virtual nodes in VN request. Because of the limited 
resources of substrate nodes, virtual nodes with more resource requirement are supposed to be 
priority embedded as their embedding face more difficult. Besides, the adjacency of virtual 
nodes is considered to sort virtual nodes by the BFS algorithm which can help reduce cost in 
link embedding stage.  

We define function R  to calculate resource requirement of virtual nodes.  
( ) ( )

( )
( )*

v v

v v v
l L n

R n cpu n bw l
∈

= ∑                                      (6) 

where ( )vL n  denotes the set of adjacent links of vn . 
The virtual nodes sorting process is as follows: calculate R  of all virtual nodes, select 

virtual node with maximum value as the root node to run BFS algorithm; divide the rest virtual 
nodes into sets 1

vnΩ , 2

vnΩ ,…,
v

n
nΩ  according to their distance to root node, where 

v

i
nΩ  represent 

the set in which nodes are i  hop counts from root node; sort nodes in descending order in each 
set according to their R , and then we get the last embedding sequence of virtual nodes. In this 
way, each virtual node to be embedded in turn has an adjacent relationship with one or several 
virtual nodes that have been embedded, which can reduce path length of virtual links. Fig. 2 
shows an example of virtual network, and its virtual nodes embedding sequence is [4, 2, 1, 5, 6, 
3, 7] according to the sorting method. 
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Fig. 2. An example of virtual network 

 
Secondly, for each virtual node vi vn N∈  to be embedded, we develop a candidate node set 

with substrate nodes that satisfy resource and position constraint of vin , and denote it as 
( ) { ( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )}vi s vi s vi vi sCan n n dis loc n loc n D n cpu n cpu n= ≤ ≤, . 

Then we define function NF  to calculate the fitness of sn  by considering its resource and 
connectivity.  

( ) ( )
( )

s
s

s

R n
NF n

Dis n ε
=

+
                                        (7) 

where ( )sR n  is defined in Eq. 6, 0.001ε =  is the parameter to prevent the dividend being zero. 
( )sDis n  is the connectivity parameter of sn , it is calculated as follows: as vin  is to be embedded, 
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we generate an available node set with substrate nodes which are embedded by the virtual 
nodes directly connected to vin . The set is denoted as ( ) { , ( , ) 1}vi s v s v viEmbed n n n n hops n n= ↑ = , 
where v sn n↑  denote that vn  is embedded to sn , ( , ) 1v vihops n n =  denote that vin  is directly 
connected to vn in VN request. Then the connectivity parameter for each candidate substrate 
node is defined as 

( )
( ) ( , )

k vi

s s k
n Embed n

D n hops n n
∈

= ∑ , ( )s vin Can n∈                               (8) 

Finally, vin  is embedded to substrate node sn  that has maximum NF . 
The details of our node-embedding algorithm are given by Algorithm 1.  
 

Algorithm 1 Node Embedding Algorithm 
Input: Substrate network sG ,Virtual network request vG  
Output: Node embedding NM  
1. for each virtual node v vn N∈  
2.    Calculate ( )vR n   
3. end for 
4. Take vn  with max R  as root node, run BFS, divide the remaining nodes into sets 

1

vnΩ , 2

vnΩ ,…,
v

n
nΩ  

5. Sort nodes in 
v

i
nΩ  in descending order according to their ( )vR n   

6. Record the virtual nodes embedding sequence into VirtualNodeList 
7. for each vn  in VirtualNodeList do 
8.    Generate candidate node set ( )viCan n  
9.    Update ( )viCan n  by ( ) ( )vi viCan n Can n OpSubNode=   
10.    if ( )viCan n is empty 
11.       Return NODE_EMBEDDING_FAILED 
12.    else 
13.       Generate the available node set ( )viEmbed n  
14.       for each sn  in ( )viCan n  
15.           Calculate ( )sNF n  
16.       end for 
17.       Embed vn  to sn  with max NF, namely ( )N

v sM n n=  
18.       Record sn  into set OpSubNode 
19.    end if 
20. end for 
21. return NODE_EMBEDDING_SUCCESS 

4.2 Link Embedding 
In link embedding stage, we use k-shortest path algorithm to calculate the k shortest paths 
between source and destination substrate nodes. Path is denoted as ( , )k k kp N P= , where kN  is 
the node set that kp  crosses, kP is the link set that kp  crosses. We define function PF  to 
calculate the fitness of each path, in which available bandwidth of path, available CPU of 
nodes across the path, and the length of path are considered. 
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min ( ) 1( ) *
max ( ) ( )

s k

s k

sl P
k

s kn N

bw l
PF p

cpu n hops p
∈

∈

=                                   (9) 

where min ( )
s k

sl P
bw l

∈
 is the minimum available bandwidth of substrate links in kp , namely the 

path available bandwidth, max ( )
s k

sn N
cpu n

∈
 is the maximum available CPU of nodes in kp , 

min ( )

max ( )
s k

s k

sl P

sn N

bw l

cpu n
∈

∈

 can help balance resource consumption between nodes and links in SN, and 

reduce the possibility of network fragmentation, ( )khops p  is the hop counts of kp .  
The details of our link-embedding algorithm are given by Algorithm 2. 
 

Algorithm 2 Link-Embedding Algorithm 
Input: Substrate network sG ,Virtual network request vG ,Node embedding NM  
Output: Link Embedding LM  
1. for each virtual link uv vl L∈  to be embedded do 
2.    Search the k-shortest paths between node u  and v  in substrate, record them to Pathlist 
3.    if Pathlist  is empty then 
4.      return LINK_EMBEDDING_FAILED 
5.    else 
6.    for each ip Pathlist∈  
7.       Calculate ( )iPF p  
8.    end for 
9.    Embed uvl  to ip  with max PF , namely ( )L

uvM l p=  
10.    end if 
11. end for 
12. return LINK_EMBEDDING_SUCCESS 

4.3 Time Complexity Analysis 
The time complexity of the algorithm includes: in node embedding stage, the time complexity 
of calculating the shortest path between substrate nodes is 2( )sO N , to calculate NF  for each 

candidate nodes of virtual node, the time complexity is 2( )v sO N N  , where sN  depends on 
the position constraint. In link embedding stage, Yen algorithm [26] is used and its time 
complexity is ( ( log ))s s s sO k N L N N+ . Thus the total time complexity of the algorithm is 

2( ( log )v s s s s sO N N k N L N N+ + . Therefore, NA-PVNM is a polynomial-time algorithm. 

5. Performance Evaluation and Analysis 
In this section, we first introduce the network settings in our simulation, then present the main 
evaluation results and analyze the performance of NA-PVNM in several aspects. 

A simulator using Matlab to evaluate the performance of algorithms was developed. We 
generate SN and VN requests by using an improved Salam network topology generate 
algorithm. SN is composed by 100 nodes and about 500 links. The positions of substrate nodes 
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follow a uniform distribution in the scope of 1000 1000L L× = × . The initial CPU of substrate 
nodes and bandwidth of substrate links are real numbers following a uniform distribution 
between 50 and 100. In SN, pairs of nodes are connected by links with the probability of  

5

1
1

* ( )
*
dP e

L
b

α
−

=                                                           (10) 

where 1α  and 1b  are network characteristic parameter, 1α  determine the ratio between short 
links and long links, 1b  determine the number of links, d  is the European distance between 
nodes, we set more short links in SN.  

The number of nodes in each VN request is uniformly distributed between 5 and 15, and the 
average degree of each node is about 5. Positions of nodes follow a uniform distribution in the 
scope of 1000 1000L L× = ×  and all position constraints are set as 150. The required CPU and 
bandwidth resource are real numbers uniformly distributed between 10 and 30. The VN 
requests arrive by the Possion distribution with the rate of 10 per 100 time units. The lifetime 
of each VN request follows an exponentially distribution with the mean of 200 time units. 
Simulations were run 3000 time units to reach a stable state, which contain about 300 VN 
requests. To avoid the disturbance of random factors to the experimental results, each 
simulation is carried out for 10 times, and the average value was recorded as the final results. 

The parameters that we use in our simulations are summarized in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Parameters in simulations  
Parameters Values 

Number of substrate nodes 100 
Positions of substrate nodes a uniform distribution in the scope of 1000 1000L L× = ×  

Number of substrate links 501 
Substrate node CPU and BW resources A uniform distribution from 50 to 100 

Number of virtual nodes A uniform distribution from 5 to 15 
Positions of virtual nodes a uniform distribution in the scope of 1000 1000L L× = ×  

Position constraints of virtual nodes ( ) 150viD n =  
Virtual node CPU and BW requirements A uniform distribution from10 to 30 

Arrival rate of VN requests 10 per 100 time units 
Lifetime of VN request 200 time units exponentially distribution 

 
Our simulation include four parts, first, the performance of proposed algorithm is verified in 

comparison with 3 crucial previous algorithms; second, impact of position constraint on the 
performance of algorithm is analyzed via simulation; third, impact of substrate network 
topology attributes on the performance of algorithm is analyzed via simulation; fourth, the 
utilization of substrate network under different network setting is analyzed. 

5.1 Performance Comparisons 

The metrics to evaluate VN embedding algorithms are acceptance ratio of VN requests and 
R/C (Eqs. (1, 4)). Our simulations focus on four algorithms that list in Table 4. NA-PVNM is 
the algorithm we proposed, TA-KVNM [12], and TC-KVNM [9] consider topology attributes 
of substrate and virtual networks for VN embedding, G-SVNM is the greedy algorithm. 
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Table 4. Algorithms comparison 

Notation Description 

NA-PVNM 
The proposed algorithm with node embedding stage that sort virtual nodes by R  and 
BFS algorithm, select substrate node with maximum NF ,link embedding stage that 

use k-shortest path algorithm and select path with maximum PF . 

TA-KVNM 
Algorithm with node embedding stage that rank virtual and substrate nodes by TOPSIS 
method considering CPU, adjacent bandwidth and closeness centrality of nodes, link 

embedding stage that use k-shortest path algorithm. 

TC-KVNM Algorithm with node embedding stage that sort virtual nodes by R , select substrate 
node with maximum NF , link embedding stage that use k-shortest path algorithm. 

G-SVNM Embedding nodes with greedy local resource and links with the shortest path 
algorithm. 

 
The comparison results are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3-a illustrates the acceptance ratio of four 

algorithms. The acceptance ratio falls down at beginning, and reaches the stable state (about 
0.68) at about 800t =  until the end. This is because resources of substrate network are 
richness at beginning, then the consumption of resource leads to the bottleneck of embedding, 
and with the resource released due to the ending of VN requests, available resource of 
substrate network maintain stable. The acceptance ratio of NA-PVNM(0.66 on stable) is better 
than the other algorithms, at 5% higher than G-SVNM(0.61 on stable), 4% higher than 
TA-KVNM and TC-KVNM(0.62 on stable). Fig. 3-b illustrates R/C of four algorithms, the 
R/C of NA-PVNM (0.4 on stable) is better than the other algorithms, at 3% higher than 
G-SVNM(0.37 on stable), 2% higher than TA-KVNM and TC-KVNM(0.38 on stable). 
Simulation results show that our new algorithm has better performance than others, and the 
optimization strategy adopted in our algorithm is effective. 
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(a) Acceptance ratio                                                       (b) R/C  

Fig. 3. Comparison between our algorithm and others 
 

What can be seen in Fig. 3 is that the performance of algorithms is approximate. Factors 
including the scale and resource richness of substrate network, the scale and resource 
requirement of VN requests, arrival rate and survival time of VN requests do have a significant 
impact on the acceptance ratios, but have little impact on the performance difference. 
Excluding those factors, we conclude that the reasons lead to the approximate performance are 
as follows: the setting of position constraint is small which lead to the limited choice space of 
node embedding; the substrate network topology in our simulation is uniformity, thus the hop 
counts of different paths between substrate node pairs are similar under the position constraint, 
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which may lead to the similar results of link embedding. The two factors together restrict the 
solution space of algorithms, which make the performance approximate. Thus, we design the 
following experiments to analyze the impact of position constraint and substrate network 
topology attributes on the performance of algorithms. 

5.2 Evaluation with different position constraint 
To evaluate the impact of different position constraint on the performance of algorithms, the 
attributes of VN requests and SN are the same as those in the network settings, and would not 
change; we set the position constraint of all virtual nodes as ( ) 400viD n =  and ( ) 1000viD n =  
respectively. The metrics to evaluate the impact of position constraint on algorithm 
performance are as follows: the acceptance ratio, R/C, and the average hop counts of link 
embedding (Eqs. (1, 4, 5)). 

Figs. 4-a and -b illustrate the acceptance ratio and R/C of algorithms under ( ) 400viD n = . As 
we can see, the acceptance ratio of NA-PVNM(0.8 on stable) is better than others, at 5% 
higher than TC-KVNM (0.75 on stable), 14% higher than TA-KVNM(0.65 on stable) and 
18% higher than G-SVNM (0.62 on stable), what’s more, acceptance ratio of NA-PVNM and 
TC-KVNM under ( ) 400viD n =  improves about 14% and 13% than those under ( ) 150viD n = . 
R/C of NA-PVNM(0.5 on stable) is better than others, at 5% higher than TC-KVNM (0.45 on 
stable), 11% higher than TA-KVNM(0.39 on stable) and 12% higher than G-SVNM (0.38 on 
stable), what same is that R/C of NA-PVNM and TC-KVNM under ( ) 400viD n =  improves 
than those under ( ) 150viD n = , while TA-KVNM and G-SVNM go through without those 
improving. 

Figs. 4-c and -d illustrate the acceptance ratio and R/C of algorithms under ( ) 1000viD n = . 
As we can see, the performance of NA-PVNM and TC-KVNM improves along with ( )viD n ’s 
widen, they are better than those under ( ) 400viD n = , acceptance ratio of NA-PVNM(0.97 on 
stable) and TC-KVNM(0.87 on stable) improved 17% and 12% respectively, R/C of 
NA-PVNM(0.75 on stable) and TC-KVNM(0.67 on stable) improved 25% and 22% 
respectively, while TA-KVNM and G-SVNM go through without improving. 

The simulation results show that NA-PVNM has better performance, and the position 
constraint has a significant impact on the performance of algorithms. With the enlargement of 
position constraint, the performance of NA-PVNM and TC-KVNM are greatly improved, but 
TA-SVNM and G-SVNM have little change in performance. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between our algorithms and others under different position constraint 
 

Table 5 shows the average hop counts of four algorithms. As we can see, hops  of 
NA-PVNM and TC-KVNM decrease, while hops  of TA-KVNM and G-SVNM has little 
change with the increase of ( )viD n . This is because NA-PVNM and TC-KVNM select closer 
substrate nodes in node embedding stage, and reduce the path length of link embedding, thus 
the consumption of bandwidth resource reduces, which squeeze more room out for following 
VN requests. At the same time, the less cost of VN request will increase the R/C. As a 
comparison, the node embedding stage of TA-SVNM and G-SVNM does not take the distance 
factor into consideration: the closeness centrality that TA-SVNM considers cannot directly 
reflect the connectivity between nodes; the hops  of G-SVNM increases after enlarging the 
node position constraint as its node embedding stage is more blindly. 

 
Table 5. Average hop counts of algorithms under different position constraint 

 NA-PVNM TA-KVNM TC-KVNM G-SVNM 
( ) 150viD n =  3.2735 3.3690 3.3287 3.4565 
( ) 400viD n =  2.5617 3.2963 2.7699 3.5741 
( ) 1000viD n =  1.3590 3.4730 1.5060 3.9085 

 
Results of the evaluation show that the enlargement of node position constraint helps reduce 

path length of link embedding, improve the acceptance ratio and R/C of VN embedding. 

5.3 Evaluation with different substrate network attributes  
The metrics to evaluate the impact on the algorithm performance with different substrate 
network attributes are as follows: the acceptance ratio, R/C, and the average hop counts of link 
embedding (Eqs. (1, 4, 5)). 

We set more short links than long links in SN setting, as a result, the larger European 
distance between substrate node pairs, the longer path length between the node pairs. In this 
regard, we change the substrate network topology attributes by adjusting the parameter α 、

b  in Eq. (10), and describe topology attributes by network diameter which is denoted as 
NetD , and average shortest path length which is denoted as NetL . We define them as 
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,
max iji j

NetD d=                                                                    (11) 

1
( 1) ij

i js s

NetL d
N N ≠

=
− ∑                                                             (12) 

where ijd  is the shortest path length between node i  and j . 
The substrate network generating in Section 5.1 is denoted as Subnet1, and as a comparison, 

we generate two new substrate networks. Table 6 shows the attributes of substrate networks. 
As we can see, network attributes including the number of substrate nodes and links, the total 
resource of node CPU and link bandwidth are similar; topology attributes of NetD  and NetL  
are different. There are most short links and least long links setting in Subnet1, which result in 
the least NetD  and NetL . As a comparison, there are most long links and least short links 
setting in Subnet3, which result in the maximum NetD  and NetL . 

 
Table 6. Attributes of substrate networks 

 sN  ( )
s s

s
n N

cpu n
∈
∑  

sL  ( )
s s

s
l L

bw l
∈
∑  NetD  NetL  

Subnet1 100 7581 501 37155 8 3.4844 
Subnet2 100 7481 510 38470 6 2.9293 
Subnet3 100 7563 509 38005 4 2.2149 
 

Other parameters are the same as those in Section 5.1, simulations were run 10000 time 
units to reach a stable state, and we evaluate the impact of substrate network attributes on 
algorithm performance by simulating NA-PVNM and G-SVNM on the substrate networks 
described in Table 3, the acceptance ratio and R/C are shown in Fig. 5. Firstly, as we can see, 
as the average shortest path length of substrate network decrease, the acceptance ratio and R/C 
of two algorithms increase. Fig. 5 (a) illustrates that the acceptance ratio of NA-PVNM(0.85 
on stable) and G-SVNM(0.82 on stable) on Subnet1 are about 12% higher than those on 
Subnet2(0.73 and 0.7 on stable), about 20% higher than those on Subnet1(0.65 and 0.6 on 
stable). Fig. 5 (b) illustrates that the R/C of NA-PVNM(0.53 on stable) and G-SVNM(0.5 on 
stable) on Subnet3 are about 8% higher than those on Subnet2(0.46 and 0.45 on stable), about 
12% higher than those on Subnet1(0.41 and 0.37 on stable). On the other hand, we can see that 
two algorithms have similar performance on different SN, this is because the position 
constraint setting is small.  
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Fig. 5. Comparison between NA-PVNM and G-SVNM on different substrate network 
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Table 7 shows the comparison of the average shortest path length of substrate networks, 
and the average hop counts of two algorithms on three substrate networks. It can be seen that 
the average shortest path length has a significant impact on the average hop counts of link 
embedding. As the average shortest path length decreases, length of link embedding decreases, 
thus the resource consumption of bandwidth resource reduce, as a result, the acceptance ratio 
increases, and R/C increases as the less cost of VN request. 

 
Table 7. Comparison between substrate networks’ average shortest path length and hops of algorithms   

 NetL  hops  of NA-PVNM  hops  of G-SVNM 
Subnet1 3.4844 3.2735 3.4565 
Subnet2 2.9293 2.8149 2.977 
Subnet3 2.2149 2.2293 2.4951 

 
Results of evaluation show that, increase the proportion of long links in substrate network 

will help reduce the hop counts of link embedding, and improve the performance of VN 
embedding. 

5.4 Evaluation of substrate network resources usage 
Results of evaluations in section 5.2 and 5.3 show that the enlargement of position constraint 
and increasing the proportion of long links in substrate network can help improve the 
performance of virtual network embedding. Their common ground is to reduce the hop counts 
of link embedding, and as a result, the resource consumption of substrate network is reduced, 
the acceptance ratio and R/C are improved. Based on this, we design the following experiment 
to analysis the resource utilization of substrate network during embedding under different 
network settings, the factors affecting the performance of algorithms are analyzed as well. 

The metrics we use to evaluate the resource utilization of substrate network include the ratio 
between substrate links whose load are more than 90% with the total substrate links, the time 
average of ratio between occupied bandwidth with total bandwidth of links, we denote them as 
link ratio  and bw ratio  respectively, and define the two ratios as: 

_ 0.9s

s

l
L

= ∑link ratio                                                             (13) 

( ) ( , )

( )
s S

s S

s s
l L

t T s
l L

Tbw l bw l t

Tbw l

t

∈

→
∈

−

=

∑
∑ ∑

bw ratio                                                 (14) 

where _ 0.9sl∑  is the number of substrate links whose load are more than 90%, ( )sTbw l  is the 
total bandwidth of sl , ( , )sbw l t  is the available bandwidth of sl  at time t . 

The link ratio  is defined by considering that the minimum bandwidth requirement of virtual 
links in VN requests is set as 10, and the maximum bandwidth of substrate links is set as 100, 
so that substrate links whose load are more than 90% will become the bottleneck and partition 
substrate network. The bw ratio  reflects the overall occupancy of substrate network resource. 

We set the acceptance ratio of G-SVNM on Subnet1 with ( ) 150viD n =  as a baseline, put the 
acceptance ratio of NA-PVNM on different substrate networks under ( ) 150viD n = , the 
acceptance ratio of NA-PVNM on Subnet1 under different ( )viD n  together, and illustrate the 
comparison in Fig. 6 (a). The comparison of link ratio  and bw ratio  are illustrated in Figs. 6 
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(b) and (c). It can be seen in Figs. 6 (a) and (b) that the acceptance ratio is significantly 
associated with link ratio , they reach to the stable state at similar time. Besides, the higher 
link ratio  is, the least acceptance ratio is. As we can see, SN1-150-G setting results in the least 
acceptance ratio and the maximum link ratio , SN1-1000-NA setting results in the maximum 
acceptance ratio and the least link ratio . 

It can be seen in Figs. 6 (a) and (c) that for network settings (SN1-150-G, SN1-150-NA, 
SN1-400-NA, SN2-150-NA) whose acceptance ratio is relative low(less than 0.75 on stable), 
their bw ratio  is similar. The result shows that as the acceptance ratio reaches a stable state, 
the resource utilizations of substrate network are close for different network settings. The 
acceptance ratio of SN1-400-NA and SN2-150-NA is higher than those of SN1-150-G and 
SN1-150-NA, this is because the VN embedding of SN1-400-NA and SN2-150-NA consumes less 
bandwidth resources(as described in Table 5 and 7, which squeeze more room out for 
following VN requests embedding. SN1-1000-NA has the least link ratio  and the maximum 
acceptance ratio, because the resource consumption for each virtual network is least under the 
setting.  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of algorithm under different network setting  
 

The main conclusions of the results are as follow: under the constraint of substrate network 
resource distribution and virtual network position constraint, as the utilization of resource 
reaches a certain level, there will be bottleneck in substrate network which results in the falling 
down of VN acceptance ratio or reaching a stable state, at the same time, the key factor to 
improve the acceptance ratio of VN requests is to reduce the resource consumption of VN 
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embedding. 

6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we study the VN embedding problem from the perspective of considering the 
virtual node position constraint and substrate network topology attributes. We propose a two 
-stage virtual network embedding algorithm. Simulation shows that the proposed algorithm 
reduces the path length of the virtual link embedding, increases the acceptance ratio and the 
ratio between revenue and cost of virtual network requests, and improves the resource 
utilization of substrate network. We analysis the impact of virtual node position constraint and 
substrate network topology attributes on the performance VN embedding, and the resource 
usage of substrate network during the embedding process. by the experimental conclusion, 
under the constraints of substrate network resources distribution and the virtual network 
position constraint, as the usage of substrate network resources reaches a certain level, there 
will be bottleneck in substrate network which result in the falling down of VN acceptance ratio 
or reaching a stable state, at the same time, the key factor to improve the success rate of virtual 
network embedding is to reduce the resources consumption of VN embedding. 

However, there are also some problems appeared during our experiments. Firstly, the nicer 
performance and conclusion are under restrictions: SN and VN generated and used are random 
networks which are different from actual networks in some characteristics; parameters setting 
in our simulation results in the condition that bandwidth resources become the bottleneck of 
successful embedding. Secondly, indicators are integrated in a simple but inflexible way in 
NA-PVNM, dimension of indicators are different that restrict how to use them. In the future 
work, we will extend our research in three aspects: firstly, more types of SN and VN will be 
generated, scale-free networks, small world networks and some actual networks will be used 
as SN, together with different scale and regular VN will be used to explore the VN embedding 
process. Secondly, more strategies, how these strategies affect the embedding process and the 
integration of strategies with more flexible and extendable are needed to try. Thirdly, network 
diameter and average shortest path length are primarily used to evaluate the effects, network 
attributes of betweenness centrality, degree distribution, clustering coefficient and so on, and 
different values of them in different type network are needed to explorer. Above all, we 
believe that our work will have guiding significance to the future research.
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